Abstract-Data assimilation in the context of puff based dispersion models is studied. A representative two dimensional Gaussian puff atmospheric dispersion model is used for the purpose of testing and comparing several data assimilation techniques. A continuous nonlinear observation model, and a quantized probabilistic nonlinear observation model, are used to simulate the measurements. The quantized model is used to simulate bar sensor readings of the concentration. Dispersion models usually lead to high dimensional space-gridded state space models. In the case of puff based dispersion models, this may be avoided by using puff parameters themselves as the states, but at the cost of introducing nonlinearity and variable dimensionality. The potential of sampling based techniques is discussed in this context, with a particular focus on the Particle Filter approach, for which variable state dimensionality creates no difficulties. The performance of Particle Filter is compared with that of the Extended Kalman Filter, and its advantages and limitations are illustrated.
I. INTRODUCTION
Real-time detection, tracking, and prediction of chemical and biological releases is important for fast response to chemical and biological accidents and attacks. Knowledge about the releases is obtained by fusing data from an array of deployed and possibly mobile sensors and an atmospheric dispersion model. The use of atmospheric dispersion model along with the meteorological model is essential because of the very limited coverage of the sensors in time and space.
Atmospheric dispersion involves transport (advection) and diffusion of the species released into the atmosphere. Dispersion modeling uses mathematical formulations to characterize the atmospheric processes that disperse a pollutant emitted by a source. These dispersion models have several important applications. They provide useful knowledge about the hazardous releases due to chemical/biological incidents, radiological incidents like the Chernobyl nuclear accident in 1986. These are also used to estimate or predict the downwind concentration of air pollutants emitted from sources such as industrial plants and vehicular traffic. Chem-bio dispersion is a complex nonlinear physical process with numerous uncertainties in model order, model parameters, meteorological inputs, source parameters, initial and boundary conditions. Dynamic data assimilation improves the knowledge of the process by combining real time sensor data with the models.
Data assimilation is the science and art of fusing the observations with the model predictions, to get a better estimate. Gaussian puff based models [1] are often used to make fast release concentration prediction, in which a series of Gaussian shaped puffs (pollutant air parcels with a Gaussian distribution of the concentration field for each puff) are released at the sources and propagated in the atmosphere. Sensors used in dispersion applications usually have imprecise bar readings. The bar readings provide limited information about the true concentration and increase the nonlinearity of the measurement process. Real-time and operational data assimilation for atmospheric release dispersion, need to deal with two main problems: high nonlinearity and high state dimensionality. Nonlinearities in the dispersion model and the observation model pose significant challenges for data assimilation techniques. Further, due to continuous release/emissions initially and potential subsequent puff splitting, the number of puffs and therefore the length of the state vector is not constant, but increases with time. The state dimension may become so high that estimating all states from the sensor data is impossible.
The Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) [2] is one of the most widely used nonlinear filters. However, the EKF poses certain problems for the dispersion applications because of its loworder linearization approximation, computationally expensive Jacobian calculations and propagation and update of large state error covariance matrix, which is a memory intensive process. Unscented Kalman Filter [3] uses deterministic sampling techniques for better approximation in nonlinear filtering applications. Reduced-rank filters, which employ reduced-rank approximation to the full-rank covariance matrix, hold good potential for data assimilation in large scale models [4] . The Ensemble Kalman Filters (EnKF) [5] , [6] approximate the error covariance matrix by the ensemble covariance around the ensemble mean. Each ensemble member is propagated through the nonlinear dynamics directly and the ensemble mean and covariance computed from the ensemble provides the necessary statistics used in the measurement update step. Because the ensemble size is much smaller than the state dimension, the computational complexity with the EnKF is significantly reduced than that of the EKF. It is also assumed that a relatively small number of ensemble members is adequate to capture the main characteristics of the release dispersion in the dominant subspace, which is of a lower dimension than the whole state space. However, the EnKF cannot be used with the puff based models due to the inherent variable state dimensionality in these models. At a measurement time, the ensemble members, the puffs of which may be emitted at different source locations (to account for source location uncertainty) and may have undergone different advection and splitting processes, may have different dimensions. For example, at a time instant one ensemble member may consist of ten puffs while another may consist of fifteen. Even if all the ensemble members have the same number of puffs, the correspondence among the puffs of different ensemble members is often unavailable. As a result, the ensemble mean and covariance as well as the cross correlation matrix between concentration and puffs cannot be computed and the measurement update cannot be carried out.
Particle Filters [7] provide a good alternative for such nonstandard dynamical models. Particle Filters provide estimates of the higher moments, and are mostly suitable for highly nonlinear and non-Gaussian models. The variable and high dimensionality of the state vector, which poses a problem to the standard nonlinear assimilation techniques, can be dealt with using Particle Filters. Daum, et al. [8] showed that a carefully designed Particle Filter should mitigate the curse of dimensionality for certain filtering problems. The efficiency of Particle Filter and Ensemble based filters, for data assimilation in a high dimensional linear diffusion model, is discussed in our earlier work [9] . Further, the Monte Carlo nature of Particle Filtering techniques provides the potential for predicting Multiple Hypotheses scenarios in case of large uncertainty, typical of such large models. Multiple Hypotheses are crucial in case of lethal releases and when significant uncertainties exist in the source and the atmospheric data.
In this paper, a representative nonlinear puff based dispersion model is designed for the purpose of data assimilation. This model incorporates the characteristic feature of rapid growth in state dimensionality with time. The performance of Particle Filter is studied, using two different nonlinear sensor models, and the various advantages are discussed. The representative dispersion model is introduced and its dynamics are described in Section II, and the two sensor models are described in Section III. The state space description in introduced in Section IV and the various data assimilation techniques used, are described in Section V. The results of data assimilation on the representative dispersion model, using the two sensor models are discussed in Section VI. The conclusions and further work are discussed in Section VII.
II. DISPERSION MODEL
The atmospheric dispersion model used is based on the RIMPUFF [1] (Riso Mesoscale PUFF) model which was designed to calculate the concentration and doses resulting from the dispersion of airborne particles. It is a Lagrangian mesoscale atmospheric dispersion puff model, which applies both to homogeneous and inhomogeneous terrain with moderate topography on a horizontal scale of up to 50 km, and responds to changing (non-stationary) meteorological conditions [1] . The model simulates the time changing release (emission) of airborne materials by sequentially releasing a series of Gaussian shaped puffs at a fixed rate on a specified grid. The amount of airborne materials allocated to individual puffs equals the release rate times the time elapsed between puff releases. At each time step, the model advects, diffuses and deposits the individual puffs according to local meteorological parameter values. This model is used as a basis for the present dispersion model, which can be used as a benchmark model for testing various data assimilation techniques. Also, to reduce the computational complexity of the simulations, the present model is restricted to the two dimensional horizontal spread of the plume, the vertical effects on dispersion being ignored.
A. Gaussian Puff Characteristics
The concentration distribution in each puff is Gaussian in the two dimensional space. The mean of the Gaussian represents the location of the puff center, and the standard deviations represent the size of the puff in various directions. For simplicity, the Gaussian is assumed circular in our case. The standard deviation σ x in the downwind direction is used as a mathematical tool and is made equal to the standard deviation σ y in the crosswind direction [1] . The standard deviation of this circular Gaussian is denoted σ xy . This is illustrated in figure 1 . 
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B. Concentration Calculation
The concentration c at a grid point [x g , y g ], at each time step, is calculated by summing the contributions of all the puffs at that instant.
where, N is the number of puffs.
C. Puff Dynamics
The advection and diffusion of each puff takes place according to local meteorological parameter values. The advection of each puff is calculated according to the wind vector, u at the puff center and the time step, ∆T is used to determine the next position of the puff center.
Expansion with time of a single puff is fundamentally related to the relative diffusion process. It is computed from simultaneous measurements or specifications of the atmospheric turbulence intensity and/or stability in the dispersion area. For this model, standard plume dispersion information is used. Pasquill parameterisation, using a modified Karlsruhe-Jülich system, (table I) is used as a basis for the present model. This parameterization is valid for limited cases of near ground level releases and dispersion over flat terrains. The dispersion categories are based on surface wind speed measurements, incoming insolation or cloud cover (see table II ). The growth of each puff is described by
where, x = downwind distance given by,
We use p y = 0.466 and q y = 0.866 in our simulation experiments to determine the growth of each puff. Deposition is neglected for the present model and hence the mass of each puff remains constant during the dispersion process. 
1) Puff Splitting:
A puff splitting scheme is usually employed in the puff based dispersion models like RIMPUFF, to account for dispersion over complex terrains which might result in plume splitting. This scheme is included in our model to represent a similar structure for testing purpose. When an initially small puff is grown to the size comparable with the grid spacing of the flow model, the original puff is replaced with five new smaller puffs, under the following constraints [1] : 1)
The solution corresponding to these constraints is illustrated in figure 2. After splitting, the new puffs can set off in indi- Fig. 2 . Puff-Splitting Illustration [1] vidual directions in response to the information of divergence now explicitly contained in the flow field.
The model described in this section, is used as a representative atmospheric dispersion model for demonstrating the data assimilation methodologies.
III. SENSOR MODELS Two observation models are used for studying data assimilation performance. The first model is a continuous model, which measures concentration according to equation (1) , and gives a noisy output with a certain variance R at each sensor location:
where c v is the measured concentration and ν is the observation noise of the sensor. The second model is based on a model for a simple ion mobility sensor described in [10] . The outputs of the sensor are discrete numbers of bar readings ranging from 0 to 7. These bar readings indicate concentration magnitude [10] ; the sensor displays m = 0, . . . , 7, when the "measured" continuousvalued concentration magnitude c v is between thresholds T m and T m+1 . As in [10] , the thresholds are assumed to be exactly known. The measured concentration c v is assumed normally distributed about the true concentration c obtained using equation (1) . The variance R of the measurement error ν is given by R = αc + J
where α is the constant of proportionality and J accounts for the thermal motion of the electrons in the components.
The probability of a reading m given the true concentration c is then given by the following integral
This probability is used in the update of the important weights of a Particle Filter.
IV. STATE SPACE MODEL DESCRIPTION
A general nonlinear stochastic state space description of the discrete time model and the measurements with additive zero mean noise, can be shown as below:
When such a stochastic description of model and measurements is available, it is possible to incorporate the measurements into the model to obtain an optimal estimate of the system theoretically. The standard assignment of states for the dispersion problem uses concentrations measured on a spatial grid. Using a puff model, the opportunity exists to dramatically reduce the dimensionality of the resulting state space. Here, the atmospheric dispersion model described in the previous section is interpreted as a state space model as follows:
Define a state vector for each Gaussian puff as
, which captures all the information of the j th Gaussian. The dynamics of each puff is governed by the following equations as discussed before:
where, x j k+1 = downwind distance given by,
For the whole dynamical system, the state vector is given by Z, which is a vector of all z j s, concatenated into a single vector. The state space model of the discrete time atmospheric dispersion model is then given by
u k , being the wind velocity vector and w k , being the process noise characterizing the uncertainty in the wind velocity, at the time instant k. The output of the dynamical system is given by the concentrations calculated, at various grid points of the dispersion region, according to equation (1) . It can be seen that the length of the state vector increases whenever a new puff is released, or an existing puff splits as discussed in the previous section. As time progresses, there is a rapid increase in the number of states. This leads to a state space description, with variable and high state dimensionality.
V. ESTIMATION TECHNIQUES Nonlinearities in the system dynamics model and the quantized (bar readings) nonlinear observation models lead to nonGaussian state distributions. These factors pose significant challenges for data assimilation techniques. Further, due to continuous release/emissions initially and potential subsequent puff splitting, the length of the state vector is not constant, but varies with time. Also, with time, the state dimension becomes very high leading to difficulties in the full state estimation.
A. Extended Kalman Filter
The Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) is one of the most widely used nonlinear filters, and it involves model linearization around the most recent estimate. Varying state dimension necessitates block operations on covariance matrices at each time step.
At each step, if there is a new puff release, its covariance is initialized with P 0 . The propagation equations for the puffs, when there is no splitting, are as follows:
where, F = ∂f ∂x . For a single puff, the Jacobian F is a 4 × 4 identity matrix except for the (3, 3) element which is given by,
For the whole state-space model with more than a single puff, the Jacobian matrix F is calculated in a similar fashion. When there is puff splitting, the state mean and covariance propagation occurs as above, and they change according to the following equations due to splitting:
where A is the linear operator corresponding to the puff splitting process described in section II-C.1,x k+1|k,BS and P k+1|k,BS are the propagated state mean and the error covariance before puff splitting.
The propagated state mean and covariances for all the puffs are then concatenated appropriately and are updated with the sensor measurements as follows:
where, H = ∂h ∂x . The implementation of EKF requires Jacobian calculation, which is a tedious and an expensive computation.
When the continuous sensor model given by (6) is used for the observations, then the measurement Jacobian can be calculated as follows. The elements of the measurement Jacobian at a sensor location [x g , y g ] corresponding to the states of j th Gaussian puff are given by:
where, c j is the concentration at [x g , y g ] due to the j th Gaussian puff. The measurement Jacobian for the states of all the puffs and for all the sensor locations can be similarly calculated and concatenated appropriately, to obtain the full measurement Jacobian matrix. When the probabilistic bar sensor model described in section III is used for the observations, the calculation of measurement Jacobian entails certain difficulties due to the discontinuous nature of the observation operator h. Note that the output h can only take values among the integers m = 0, . . . , 7.
Particle Filters provide a good alternative for such nonstandard dynamical and observation models. The Bootstrap Particle Filter is implemented on the representative atmospheric dispersion model using the two sensor models, discussed in the earlier section. The implementation of the Particle Filter, as applicable to our present models, is outlined in the following:
B. Particle Filter
In Particle Filters, the posterior distribution p(x k |Y k ) is approximated with N weighted particles {x
where
are the particles drawn from the importance function or proposal distribution, w , respectively. The expectation of a known function f (x k ) with respect to p(x k |Y k ) is then approximated by
For example, the approximation to the arithmetic mean of
Particle Filter updates the particle representation {x
in a recursive manner. A cycle of a generic Particle Filter includes [7] • Sequential Importance Sampling
. . N, evaluate and normalize the importance weights
• Resampling: Multiply/Discard particles {x
with respect to high/low importance weights w
with equal weights. It should be noted that the computation of the mean and covariance is not required for the process of the Particle Filter.
The importance function plays a significant role in the particle filter. One of the simplest importance function is given by q(x k+1 |X
This implementation is called the Bootstrap Particle Filter. The corresponding importance weights are w
The measurement likelihood, in the Particle Filter, for the continuous observation model,is given by:
For the case of bar sensor model, the likelihood is calculated using the following equation:
where c is the predicted concentration at time k + 1, and c v is obtained by sampling from a Gaussian distribution with mean c, and the measurement noise variance R. The Extended Kalman Filter involves the tedious calculation of Jacobians, storage and propagation of large state error covariance matrices. The state error covariance matrix rapidly increases in size due to increase in the state dimension with time. This increases the complexity of the EKF. Particle Filter does not involve the calculation of Jacobians, the storage of large state error covariance matrices and associated block operations due to varying state dimensions. In our application, each of the particles, in general, may have different state dimensions. In the case of the Bootstrap Particle Filter, only the weights of the different particles are updated based on the likelihood for each particle. Each particle of different dimension can be interpreted to represent a particular distribution of the release concentration field in the two-dimensional grid space of interest. Therefore, the mean representation of the particles is the mean concentration field in the fixed twodimensional grid space. This mean can be used as a single point estimate of the concentration at various grid locations.
Thus, Particle Filters provide a unified approach to the case of variable state dimensions.
VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The performance of the estimation techniques, is studied for the discussed models using simulated atmospheric dispersion and concentration measurements. The grid resolution over the dispersion region is 200m and sensors are located every 1km along both the axes as shown in figure 3 . The total simulation runtime is 3600s and sampling interval is 20s. The source location and strength are uncertain. The release occurs for 20% of the simulation time, with a 10% standard deviation. This is implemented as a fraction of the total number of time steps and is modeled as a random variable with mean 0.2 and a standard deviation of 0.02. There is a puff release every three time steps. The nominal value of the wind speed is 5m/s, with a standard deviation of 20%. The wind direction changes from 15 deg to 60 deg after 1800s. The truth is simulated using a perturbed model, taking all these uncertainties into account. The observations are obtained from this truth, using the two sensor models described in section III.
The variable state dimensionality is illustrated in figure 4 , where the number of puffs is plotted against the time step, during the simulation of the truth. The initial increase in the number of puffs, due to the initial source release, can be seen till the time step of 42. A new puff is added every three time steps during the source release. Then, the number of puffs remains constant for a certain duration, during which the puffs disperse, causing them to grow in size. There is again an increase in the state dimension at around timestep 120 due to the first splitting of the large puffs. This continues till around timestep 150 when the splitting of puffs stops temporarily. of puffs with time, the actual dispersion models include puff merging based on the overlap between several puffs [11] .)
For the continuous observation model, the variance at each sensor location is chosen to be 0.001. The nominal model is used for the purpose of testing the estimation algorithms using these observations. The Extended Kalman For error calculations, a grid domain of 15 × 15 km 2 is used. In figure 5 , the root mean squared error in concentrations across all grid points in the domain is calculated and is plotted vs. time, for the Particle Filter as well as for the nominal model without data assimilation. The decrease in the rms error for the nominal model without data assimilation, can be explained by the dispersion of the plume over a larger area with time. The implementation of the EKF and the Particle Filter improves the estimates with time as more and more observations are assimilated. It can be seen that the Particle Filter performance is comparable to that of the EKF in the case of continuous observation model.
For the bar sensor model, the values of the parameters α and J are chosen to be 0.001 and 10 −16 respectively. The probabilities of various bar readings for these parameters can be seen in figure 6 . While the leftmost mode corresponds to a reading of 0 bar, the rightmost mode corresponds to a reading of 7. The bar sensor readings are simulated from the truth, using these parameters. Linearization is not a valid approach for such observation models. The Particle Filter does not face this problem and its implementation, as can be seen from figure 7, improves the estimates with time as more observations are assimilated. The same can also be observed in figure 8 , where the concentration contours are plotted at two different time instants, for different levels. It can be seen that the estimates after assimilation by the Particle Filter, compare favorably with the truth.
VII. CONCLUSION
A test bed is designed to assess the performance of various data assimilation techniques for puff based dispersion models. A two dimensional Gaussian puff based dispersion model is used as a representative model for this purpose. The splitting of puffs which is a characteristic of more complex models is incorporated in the representative model. Two kinds of observation models are used to demonstrate the potential of sampling based filters. A continuous observation model is used to test the performance of Particle Filter against the widely used Extended Kalman filter. It was seen that while both the filters are comparable in terms of estimation performance, Particle Filter offers significant advantages in terms of ease of implementation and memory requirements. Further, Particle Filter can be effectively applied for a quantized observation model, as demonstrated using the probabilistic bar sensor model. The EKF, and other linearization based filters, fail with such sensor models. The application potential of Particle Filter, in the context of variable state dimensionality, high state dimension, non-linearities and quantized observations, is thus demonstrated.
The possibilities of incorporating the advantages of other sampling based filters will be explored in the future. The deterministic sampling techniques of the Unscented Filters and the reduced rank representation used in the Ensemble Kalman Filtering techniques hold good potential, towards improving the estimation performance while managing the computational requirements.
